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ProSolve aims to shape a new generation of problem 
solvers prepared for the workforce and their lives by 
transforming our educational system from a knowledge-
based model to an experience-based approach.

As ProSolve’s CEO, I’m excited to introduce our 
mission of revolutionizing education through 
experiential learning, aiming to equip all 
students for both the workforce and life beyond 
the classroom.

We believe that experiential learning cultivates 
a comprehensive set of skills, competencies, 
and traits that are essential for students to thrive 

in a rapidly changing world. It’s critical for schools to move beyond 
traditional academic knowledge and emphasize critical thinking, 
collaboration, problem-solving, and effective communication. True 
future-ready preparation requires students to be immersed in learning 
where they can practice the skills, resilience, and adaptability 
necessary to excel in an ever-evolving job landscape. 

I invite you to be a part of this visionary approach to learning, where 
we collectively shape an education system that comprehensively 
readies students for the dynamic world ahead.

Travis Allen
Travis Allen, CEO, ProSolve

http://www.questboxes.com
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Why QUEST?
As a complete experiential social-emotional learning 
experience, QUEST caters to the holistic growth of 
students, enhancing their skills and capabilities to meet 
the demands of both life and the future. 

QUEST merges academic learning with the 
development of social-emotional skills as students 
PLAY, CONNECT, and CREATE through up to 65 hours 
of gameplay and game design.

Districts across the 
country celebrate:

 ✓ Raised attendance rates

 ✓ Increased engagement 

 ✓ Elevated critical thinking skills

 ✓ Increased team and self-awareness

 ✓ Improved ability to solve complex problems

 ✓ Skill transfer to the school day

View an overview of 
QUEST in 2 minutes: 

http://www.questboxes.com
https://me-qr.com/pvvcmoiv
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QUEST introduces a fresh approach to 
learning with its engaging gameplay that 
positively influences students’ learning 
outcomes beyond the game, seamlessly 
transferring cognitive, social, and emotional 
skills throughout their school day.

QUEST Impacts  
Student Outcomes

80% 90%

73%

of students believe they 
increased their ability to solve 
problems by playing QUEST.

86% 73%

of students were in attendance 
during their summer-programs 
thanks to QUEST.

of students said they learned that 
collaborating & communicating 
with others is useful.

of students said they developed 
skills in cooperation and 
compromise while playing QUEST.

of students rated their 
QUEST experience as 
extremely positive!

of students reported a sense of 
curiosity, and sustained focus 
when playing QUEST.

80%
Awesome Attendance Nurtures Problem-Solvers 

Fun & Engaging

Builds Teamwork

Develops Relationship Skills Highly Captivating

Summer 2023 post-implementation survey data measuring engagement, social-emotional learning, and workforce 
readiness based on 5,588 student and 163 facilitator responses.

Teachers reported significantly more learning across the 
4 Cs as compared to their classes during the school year.

77%
More  

Collaboration

74%
More  

Critical Thinking

74%
More  

Creativity

71%
More  

Communication

A Whole Child Approach to Learning:

http://www.questboxes.com
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QUEST is a comprehensive solution that fosters a sense of belonging and engages 
students in SEL and future-ready skills development that drives lasting impact for a lifetime. 
Through QUEST, students will:

The QUEST experience

Connect
Learners develop soft skills 
used during gameplay through 
hands-on social-emotional 
learning activities, guided 
discussions, and thought- 
provoking journal prompts.

Play
Students collaborate in teams 
to tackle a variety of hands-on 
problem-solving challenges 
that require players to 
communicate, collaborate, 
and think critically.

Create
Players become artists, authors, 
and designers of their own 
learning journey, fostering 
self-discovery and empow-
erment through creative 
expression and presentation.

http://www.questboxes.com
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QUEST uses:
 ✓ The digital interface of a video game

 ✓ The physical pieces of a board game

 ✓ The strategy of escape rooms

These elements combined create a unique 
experiential learning environment where players work 
in teams to build collaboration and leadership skills 
while solving problems in a simulated world. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

 ✓ 7 Episode Boxes + 1 Teacher Box

 ✓ Team Mascot Student Gear

 ✓ Physical & Digital Facilitator Guide

 ✓ Online Game Portal

 ✓ Online Training and Support

QUEST uses:

http://www.questboxes.com
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Built as a series, QUEST releases new seasons each 
year with fresh content and storyline surprise.

Every season of QUEST contains seven episodes that 
are played sequentially. 

In every episode, teams earn points while they 
collaborate across five phases of gameplay.

Play

3 Seasons 7 Episodes

5 Phases

An Immersive Classroom Experience for 
3rd–8th Learners

Phase 3: Challenge
Emphasizing problem-solving, this stage 
centers on hands-on learning. Team-based 
QUEST challenges provide students with 
moments of productive struggle, fostering 
perseverance and teamwork.

Phase 4: Market
Highlighting responsible decision-making, 
this phase replicates real economies 
through trade and barter. Students 
determine resource prices, cultivating an 
authentic economic environment.

Phase 5: Taxes
This phase of gameplay emphasizes 
personal and collective goal-setting while 
fostering personal and collective agency.

Phase 1: Map
Explore maps to unleash creativity, fostering 
divergent thinking and unique insights. 
Crafting theories about what’s happening in 
QUEST expands critical thinking.

Phase 2: Encounter
Communication flourishes as students 
confront challenging decisions, refining 
persuasion skills to influence team choices.

http://www.questboxes.com
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QUEST Early Explorers 
uses:

 ✓ Engaging animated videos 

 ✓ Digital activities

 ✓ Physical game pieces

These elements are geared towards this age 
group’s interests, motor skills, and Lexile levels. The 
curriculum and activities center around a balance of 
purposeful play, integrated reflection and hands-on 
activities that allow for formative assessment.

http://www.questboxes.com
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Play An Immersive Classroom Experience for 
K–2nd Learners

Designed to meet the unique needs of your youngest learners, the newest iteration of QUEST combines all of 
the magic and gamification of previous seasons of QUEST with developmentally-appropriate, standards-aligned 
challenges, mindfulness and self-regulation strategies, songs, drawing, collaboration and explicit social-emotional 
learning (SEL) instruction.

Season 1 of QUEST Early Explorers unfolds over 
seven episodes. Each episode focuses on a specific 
SEL topic that ties into the storyline, providing 
multiple opportunities for students to learn about 
the topic, apply their knowledge and reflect on 
their learning. Episode topics include: cooperation, 
perseverance, kindness, and more!

Across all seven episodes, students collaborate in 
small groups to:

 ✓ make decisions,

 ✓ solve problems,

 ✓ set goals,

 ✓ identify feelings,

 ✓ practice coping strategies, and

 ✓ foster deeper connections with their peers

all in a fun and supportive environment.

Each 2.5 hour episode is designed to be played in five 
phases of 20-30 minutes, with each phase focusing on 
one of the core CASEL competencies.

QUEST Early Explorers immerses students in the exciting world of Starforce, an elite 
squad of young superheroes who travel across the galaxy on special missions. In 
each episode, the superhero team is enlisted to wield their special powers to solve 
problems and build social-emotional skills. 

7 Episodes 5 Phases

Coming 
Summer 
2024!

http://www.questboxes.com


CASEL Framework
With the CASEL-aligned framework, students will address and apply 
real-world skills that will naturally develop during this experience. 
It’s designed to supplement QUEST gameplay by highlighting and 
expanding upon thesocial-emotional skills embedded within the game.

The content is differentiated by grade-level band, primary for K-2 
learners, intermediate for 3-5 learners, and secondary for 6-8 learners. 
The lessons combine whole-group instruction, small-group collaborative 
work, and individual reflection.
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Connect Social & Emotional Learning

1

4

2

5

3

6

QUEST Connect comprises six modules 
of CASEL-aligned activities and guided 
discussions. Lessons are designed to 
enable students to master the skills that 
will help them succeed in the real world. 

Skills Include:
 ✓ Effective communication and sharing of ideas

 ✓ Cooperation and teamwork through communication

 ✓ Growth mindset and perseverance

 ✓ Becoming empathetic to others

 ✓ Responsible decision making

 ✓ Developing self-efficacy and student agency

 ✓ Sense of self, understanding strengths and 
weaknesses

 ✓ Active listening and valuing multiple perspectives

 ✓ Reflection and metacogition

 ✓ Setting short- and long-term goals

Module 1 
Teamwork

Module 3 
Communication

Module 5 
Effective Decision-Making

Module 2 
Perseverance & Growth Mindset

QUEST Connect Modules:

Module 4 
Goal Setting & Strategy

Module 6 
Solving Problems

http://www.questboxes.com
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?

 ✓ 10 hours of differentiated SEL 
activities

 ✓ Prompts for guided discussions and 
journaling

 ✓ Opportunities for whole group, small 
group, and individual reflection

 ✓ 24 animated videos

http://www.questboxes.com
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During a culminating Community 
Showcase family event, everyone can 
interact and engage with the creative 
work the students produced. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

 ✓ 6 Create-Your-Own Episode Boxes & 1 
Teacher Box

 ✓ Arts and crafts materials

 ✓ Community Showcase Event  
Planning Guide 

 ✓ 36 colorful Student Notebooks

 ✓ Slideshows for every lesson to support 
Facilitators and learning

http://www.questboxes.com


Collaboration & Self-Esteem

85% of students reported feeling 
pride in the artwork and writing 
they collaborated to produce while 
implementing Creators.

Learning Application & Gains

99% of students recognized an 
improvement in their art writing or 
presentation skills.

85%

99%
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Create Writing & Artistic Expression

QUEST Creators takes students from players to creators by positioning them as the artists, authors, and designers 
of their own QUEST experience. Students build and expand upon vital SEL and ELA (including writing, speaking, 
and listening) skills using creativity as a framework for self-discovery and empowerment. 

The content is differentiated by grade-level band with lessons combining whole-group instruction, small-group 
collaborative work, and individual reflective writing. Creators are situated in inquiry-based learning and use the 
design-thinking approach with students as they create their own games and build a QUEST episode. 

Through a series of 
step-by-step lessons, 
QUEST Creators:

 ✓ Create a storyline

 ✓ Design a new world

 ✓ Develop a challenge

 ✓ Craft an encounter

 ✓ Use arts and crafts

 ✓ Present their work

http://www.questboxes.com
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The Facilitator Experience

The QUEST Portal makes 
facilitation easy!

 ✓ Facilitator tutorial videos

 ✓ Track game progress

 ✓ Episode storyline videos

 ✓ Animated phase explanation

 ✓ Downloadable guides and rulebooks 

 ✓ Live chat with a QUEST Coach

One of the standout features of QUEST is 
its universal appeal, fostering a sense of 
enjoyment, connection, and creativity for 
all participants. Our unique content is 
designed for effortless facilitation, 
ensuring that it remains enjoyable and 
captivating for facilitators of all 
backgrounds.

 ✓ Content is flexible and customized 

 ✓ Materials are self-contained for easy setup

 ✓ Video tutorials for all episodes and activities

 ✓ Step-by-step guides for implementation

 ✓ Family Letters and at-home activities in English  
and Spanish

 ✓ Up-to-date facilitator and student progress

From the virtual training included with your purchase, to our comprehensive certification 
programs and coaching designed to inspire and build facilitator effectiveness and 
impact, QUEST PD offers a wide array of PD to fit your needs and budget. 

Virtual 2.5 hours certification 
includes program overview, QUEST 
portal exploration, PLUS tips and 
tricks for getting started 

Immersive, hands-on full-day, 
half-day, and two-hours sessions 
tailored to your specific program 
needs and outcomes

Ongoing training and in-classroom 
coaching available 

Just-in-Time Support with your 
subscription includes live chat and 
dedicated support team via phone 
and email  

http://www.questboxes.com
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WHAT’S INCLUDED?

 ✓ Up to 2.5 hours virtual training

 ✓ Just-in-time support via chat, 
phone, and email

 ✓ Step-by-step guides

 ✓ Tutorial videos

http://www.questboxes.com


Ready to learn more?  
Scan to schedule 30 

minutes with an expert!

Learn more at questboxes.com

Hear from Peers
Scan to learn how these districts are using QUEST to 
inspire the next generation of problem solvers. 

http://questboxes.com
https://me-qr.com/FEmBzsDw
https://me-qr.com/shJNBEuk

